When a bubble ruptures at a liquid surface the collapsing cavity produces a central jet that frequently breaks up into a series of droplets. Current experiment and theory predict that the production of jet drops will be limited by either viscous or gravitational effects. However, while there are a number of studies focusing on these two limiting cases, less is understood about the production of jet drops when both gravitational and viscous effects are significant. Here, we uncover the existence of an intermediate region where both gravitational and viscous effects play a critical role in jet-drop formation. We propose that the role of gravity is most important before rupture, and carry out simulations that demonstrate the importance of the equilibrium bubble shape in the production of jet drops. Droplet production from bursting bubbles is ubiquitous and has been studied for over 80 years owing to its importance in fields ranging from disease transfer [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] to earth science [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Over the ocean, it has been estimated that between 10 18 and 10 20 bubbles burst per second [11] . The droplets produced by these bubbles are a significant source of particulates, such as sea salt, in the atmosphere [9] [10] [11] . Similarly over land, the aroma that often accompanies rainfall has been linked to chemicals in droplets aerosolized by small bubbles bursting on a rain droplet's surface [12, 13] . Whenever a bubble ruptures there are two mechanisms for droplet formation: the retracting thin film can fragment into film drops [14] [15] [16] and the column of water rising from the center can break up into jet droplets [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Our paper examines the conditions necessary for a jet droplet to be produced.
When a bubble ruptures at a liquid surface the collapsing cavity produces a central jet that frequently breaks up into a series of droplets. Current experiment and theory predict that the production of jet drops will be limited by either viscous or gravitational effects. However, while there are a number of studies focusing on these two limiting cases, less is understood about the production of jet drops when both gravitational and viscous effects are significant. Here, we uncover the existence of an intermediate region where both gravitational and viscous effects play a critical role in jet-drop formation. We propose that the role of gravity is most important before rupture, and carry out simulations that demonstrate the importance of the equilibrium bubble shape in the production of jet drops. Droplet production from bursting bubbles is ubiquitous and has been studied for over 80 years owing to its importance in fields ranging from disease transfer [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] to earth science [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Over the ocean, it has been estimated that between 10 18 and 10 20 bubbles burst per second [11] . The droplets produced by these bubbles are a significant source of particulates, such as sea salt, in the atmosphere [9] [10] [11] . Similarly over land, the aroma that often accompanies rainfall has been linked to chemicals in droplets aerosolized by small bubbles bursting on a rain droplet's surface [12, 13] . Whenever a bubble ruptures there are two mechanisms for droplet formation: the retracting thin film can fragment into film drops [14] [15] [16] and the column of water rising from the center can break up into jet droplets [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Our paper examines the conditions necessary for a jet droplet to be produced.
The jetting phenomenon is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Here, we have injected air into the bottom of a water-glycerol solution with known viscosity μ , density ρ , and surface tension γ . The air bubble rises to the surface and establishes an equilibrium shape with cap radius R. We film the spontaneous rupture of the bubble and subsequent jetting phenomenon with a high-speed camera at frame rates ranging from 50 000 to 100 000 frames per second. In the first moments after rupture, capillary waves travel down the side of the bubble, and upon colliding create a region of high curvature at the bottom of the bubble [11, 19] . The capillary pressure associated with this curvature creates an upward swell, or jet, of liquid [24] . Under certain conditions, the jet will break up into one or more jet drops [ Fig. 1(a) ]. Under other conditions, a jet may form, but does not emit a droplet before returning to the interface [ Fig. 1(b) ].
For a jet drop to form, the size of the bubbles needs to lie in a certain range. Previous studies show that under conditions in which the Ohnesorge number, Oh ≡ μ / √ ρ γ R, exceeds a critical value Oh c ≈ 0.037, jet drops are not produced because the inertial capillary waves driving the motion are damped out by viscous stresses [20, 26] . Similarly, under conditions in which the Bond number, Bo ≡ ρ gR 2 /γ exceeds a critical value Bo c ≈ 3, jet drops are not produced because of the influence of gravity on the equilibrium bubble shape and * Corresponding author: jbird@bu.edu on the upward motion of the jet [27] . Thus, we expect air bubbles in water to produce jet droplets when the size (cap radius) is between R = 8 μm (Oh < Oh c ) and R = 4.2 mm (Bo < Bo c ). Since jet drops were not observed in Fig. 1(b) , it is tempting to assume that either gravity or viscosity is preventing droplet formation; yet both Oh < Oh c and Bo < Bo c are well within the jet-drop regime. Therefore, relying on current theory, it is not immediately obvious why droplets are absent in Fig. 1(b) .
To explore the extent of this phenomenon, we carry out a series of experiments in which we systematically vary the bubble size R and range of the liquid viscosity μ . We control the viscosity, measured with a vibrating-plate viscometer [28] , over an order of magnitude by adjusting the weight percentage of glycerol in a water bath (Table I) . Surface tension, measured by the pendant drop method [29] , and density also vary with glycerol concentration, but to a significantly smaller degree than viscosity. It is important to note that for a bubble to form a stable equilibrium shape, surfactants resulting in marginal regeneration must be present [16] . These naturally occurring surfactants, adsorbed onto the liquid interface from the surroundings, tend to produce a surface pressure of γ ∼ 1 mN m −1 . In fact, even a minuscule amount of natural surfactant is sufficient to prevent bubbles from rupturing immediately upon reaching the free surface. Indeed, comparing our value of surface tension for pure water (γ = 70 mN m −1 ) with tabulated values (γ = 72 mN m −1 ) we see that the expected surface pressure is consistent with our measured values [30] . In fact, we find that a number of our experiments falling inside the unshaded region do not produce any droplets; a result that contradicts our expectation. Replotting our data in dimensionless terms (Bo and Oh) reveals an intermediate region wherein the limit on droplet production is not solely determined by either the value of Bond or Ohnesorge number [ Fig. 2(b) ]. Instead, our experimental data suggests that viscosity and gravity couple in this region preventing droplet production earlier than anticipated. To test this hypothesis, we turn to simulation.
We model a collapsing bubble using conservation of mass and momentum, assuming an incompressible flow for both the liquid and gas phases. Our approach is to use a volume-of-fluid (VOF) method solving for both phases simultaneously while varying density and viscosity smoothly across the interface, which has a constant surface tension [31] . To develop the model, we rescale the two-phase Navier-Stokes equations by the cap radius R and the inertio-capillary time scale ρ R 3 /γ . With these scalings, the effects of gravity and viscosity are quantified solely by the Bo and Oh numbers [32] . While surface tension gradients and boundary effects are present in our experiments, we focus on the effects of viscosity and gravity by removing the thin film cap and modeling the remaining cavity in a large domain (16R × 16R) to minimize the influence of the container. To solve our proposed model we utilize the open source flow solver Gerris [33, 34] . We choose to numerically solve the model using Gerris because of its proven accuracy in surface tension driven problems and ability to adaptively mesh over nearly five orders of magnitude in spatial scale [35] [36] [37] . Table I. The simulation results corresponding to our two initial experiments (Fig. 1) are shown in Fig. 3 . The evolution of the collapse is shown at the dimensionless times (τ = t/ ρ R 3 /γ ) corresponding to the time of each image in Fig. 1 . Our simulations predict both the production of jet droplets [ Fig. 3(a) ] and the phenomenon of no droplets being produced in the intermediate region [ Fig. 3(b) ], consistent with our observations (Fig. 1) . Therefore it appears that the lack of jet drops in our experiments is not a consequence of boundary [27] and Ohnesorge ( ) [26] ]. The vertical dotted line at Oh = 0.02 indicates the location of the simulations used to investigate the role of gravity in the jetting process (Fig. 5) .
effects or surfactant gradients, and instead can be rationalized solely by a combination of gravitational and viscous effects.
We perform a series of simulations extending the previously determined boundaries for droplet production into a continuous boundary valid for all combinations of Bond and Ohnesorge numbers. Figure 4 illustrates that we recover the existing constant value limits on the Ohnesorge ( ) [26] and Bond ( ) [27] numbers when gravity and viscosity can be neglected, respectively. To account for the variation in the viscosity ratios in our experiments, we calculate the boundary for μ g /μ = 10 −3 and 10 −2 , where μ g is the viscosity of the gas phase. We see that this order of magnitude change in the viscosity ratio has a minimal effect on the location of the boundary for jet droplet production (Fig. 4) . Moreover, the numerically predicted intermediate region follows an approximate power law Bo ∝ Oh −3 and aligns well with our experimental data from Fig. 2 .
It is unsurprising that the previous works investigating the limits of droplet production did not observe this region. In the numerical work concerning the upper size limit, Bo ≈ 3.0 ( ), viscosity is largely neglected in the modeling [27] . Similarly, the experimental work concerning the lower size limit, Oh ≈ 0.037 ( ), was conducted in an area in which Bo 1 [26] . Indeed, Fig. 4 confirms that neglecting the effects of gravity is justified when Bo 0.01.
To understand why gravity influences the viscous limit on jet droplet production when Bo 0.01, we decouple the effects of the Bond number to before and after bubble rupture. Before rupture, the Bond number determines the equilibrium shape for the bubble at the free surface [38] . Equilibrium shapes normalized by the cap radius R are shown for several values of Bond number in Fig. 5(a) . As the Bond number increases, the equilibrium shape transitions from a spherical bubble (Bo → 0) to a hemispherical cap (Bo → ∞). After rupture, the Bond number determines the magnitude of the deceleration acting on the rising liquid jet. For larger bubbles, the resulting jet typically experiences a larger decelerating force from gravity than smaller bubbles experience as the jet contains a larger mass of liquid and hence a larger weight. Regardless of which effect is dominating the dynamics, we have found that it becomes insignificant when Bo 0.01 (Fig. 4) . It is worth noting that Bo = 0.01 and Bo = 0.001 are indistinguishable on the scale of the cap radius R [ Fig. 5(a) ], leading us to hypothesize that the dominant role of gravity in jet-drop formation is setting up the bubble shape.
To test if the transition to the intermediate region can be understood in terms of the bubble shape alone, we perform a series of simulations in which we independently adjust the Bond number before (Bo − ) and after (Bo + ) the bubble ruptures. Specifically, the value of Bo − determines the initial bubble shape [ Fig. 5(a) ] and Bo + determines the relative strength of gravity in the subsequent jetting. We first begin with the initial nondroplet producing case shown in Figs. 1(b) and 3(b) (Oh = 0.02, Bo = 1.3). In this simulation [ Fig. 5(b) , top right], the Bond numbers before and after rupture are set equal to represent the experimental conditions (Bo − = Bo + = 1.3). The liquid jet rises vertically without pinching off, here shown at the dimensionless time where droplets are typically observed [τ = 0.2, 3.6 ms in Fig. 1(b) ]. We next reduce both Bond numbers to 0.01 while holding the Ohnesorge number constant at 0.02 (vertical dotted line in Fig. 4 ). As expected from Fig. 4 , jet drops are produced under these conditions [ Fig. 5(b) , bottom left]. However, since both Bond numbers were changed simultaneously, two additional simulations are needed to decouple the effects of Bo − and Bo + and determine which dominates the jetting process.
We again begin with our nondroplet producing case [ Fig. 5(b), top right] . However, instead of keeping the influence of gravity constant, we decrease the Bond number used for calculating the evolution of the jet to 0.01 (Bo + = 0.01) the instant the simulation starts [ Fig. 5(b) , top right → top left]. Even with this large reduction in Bo + , droplets are still not produced. Now, beginning with the droplet producing case [ Fig. 5(b), bottom left] , we increase the Bond number used for calculating the evolution of the jet to 1.3 (Bo + = 1.3) as the simulation begins [ Fig. 5(b) , bottom left → bottom right]. Again, we see that a large change in Bo + is insufficient to cause any significant change in the production of jet droplets. In fact, when comparing the two Bo + = 0.01 cases [ Fig. 5(b) , left side] with the two Bo + = 1.3 cases [ Fig. 5(b) , right side], we see that increasing Bo + increases, rather than decreases, the height of the resulting jet. As changes in the surface tension are accounted for by the inertio-capillary time (τ = t/ ρ R 3 /γ ), the increased jet height at time τ = 0.2 can be attributed to the increase in the hydrostatic (gravitational) pressure. Because the simulations demonstrate that the presence of jet drops depends on the Bond number before rupture (Bo − ), rather than the Bond number after rupture (Bo + ), we believe that the dominant role that gravity has in this jetting process is setting up the initial bubble shape [ Fig. 5(a)] .
By connecting the viscous and gravitational limits on jetdrop formation, we reveal the existence of an intermediate regime. We expect to encounter this phenomenon in a variety of applications ranging from metalworking fluid [39] to sea slicks, both natural [40, 41] and anthropogenic [42] . Further, through simulation we show how the existence of this region can be rationalized as a coupling between the equilibrium bubble shape and viscous effects.
